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A selection of reliable, safe Hygiene
Devices, produced with high quality
and technical materials.

Due to the inflow of patients, technical health
personnel and frequent contact with external agents,

Hygiene

hospital departments can act as a vehicle for the
proliferation of bacterial and viral contamination and
infections.
The hygiene of medical staff and patients is therefore
decisive to break down as much as possible the risk of
contamination that could compromise the health of the
inpatients.

Oral hygiene
of the patient

Hygiene of the
hands for operators
and inpatients

The oral cavity is a source of infections such as
hospital-acquired and ventilator-associated
pneumonia (VAP).
The presence of dental plaque, mucus and secretions
facilitates bacterial colonization of the area and the
proliferation of pathogens, increasing the patient’s stay
in the intensive care unit.
To prevent the onset of such pathologies, it is

It is fundamental to grant Hands’ Hygiene of

appropriate to develop and implement a complete

both healthcare personnel and patients during

hygiene protocol that may include the use of

the preoperative procedures, to reach excellent

disinfectants, the use of appropriate safeguards and

hygienic conditions and prevent any risk of

hydration of the oral cavity, to protect the patient’s

infection.

health in the best possible way, while also allowing the
hospital to save money.
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Oral Swabs
Three different types of oral hygiene swabs for patients, partially
collaborating or intubated.

Ideal in

The operator must guarantee oral hygiene assistance to the patient if

Intensive Care Unit

the latter is conscious or partially conscious; in more serious cases, the
operator must personally perform all operations.

Cleaning Swab

IG011000-IG011000B

Cleaning Swab in addition to removing residues present

Technical features

in the oral cavity stimulates the gingival tissue. Equipped

Box : 1000 pcs

with a soft foam head with marked ridges, it also allows
interdental cleaning eliminating the part of devitalized
tissue. It can also be used for the application of soothing
creams.

Terapia intensiv

Packaging : single packed
Use: One use only
Material: Latex free

Soft foam head
with marked
ridges

Available with (IG011000B) and without bicarbonate
(IG011000).

Aspiration Swab

IG011001-IG011001B

Aspiration Swab allows removing debris and secretions

Technical features

during the different oral cavity cleaning operations. Thanks

Box: 800 pcs

to the soft foam head it cleans gently, stimulating the teeth
and the gum tissue. It is equipped with an ergonomic grip
for the thumb, ensuring absolute control of the device with
the use of a single hand. The end of the attachment, being

Packaging : single packed
Use: One use only
Material: Latex free

It is equipped with
an ergonomic grip
for the thumb

conical, can adapt to any type of vacuum cleaner.
Available with (IG011001B) and without bicarbonate
(IG011001).

Brush Swab

IG011002-IG011002B

Brush Swab allows you to remove secretions and rests in

Technical features

the oral cavity during cleaning procedures. Thanks to soft

Box: 600 pcs

foam head gently cleans teeth stimulating the gum tissue,
moreover the presence of bristles effectively removes
dental plaque. It is equipped with an ergonomic thumb grip,
ensuring control of the device with the use of only one hand.

Soft Foam
head

Packaging : single packed
Use: One use only
Material: Latex free

Bristles

The end of the attachment, being conical, can adapt to any
type of vacuum cleaner.
Available with (IG011002B) and without bicarbonate
(IG011002).
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Hand hygiene for
operators and patients

Ideal in

Surgical preparation of the hands represents a critical
moment for the safety of health care; It aims to reduce
the release of cutaneous bacteria from the hands of the

Operating Room

surgical team for the whole duration of the procedure,
so that in case of hypothetical undetected breakage
of the surgical glove, no bacteria contaminate the

Hygiene

operating field.

IG011010

Surgical scrub brush

Designed for comfort and adaptability. Gentle on the skin, avoids
irritation, reducing the risk of infections. Soft bristles for nails and
knuckles and sponge for hands and forearms skin.

Box: 450 pcs (15 dispenser of 30 units)

Equipped with a nail cleaner.

Dispenser: 100 pcs

Sterile product.

Use: One use only

Available in versions:
without disinfectants (IG011010)
with 4% chlorhexidine (IG011010C)
with 7.5% iodine povidone (IG011010P)
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Technical features
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